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Faith Film And Philosophy Big
Director Chaitanya Tamhane and producer Vivek Gomber talk about The Disciple that has already won accolades at the Venice International Film Festival and the Toronto International Film Festival. The ...
The Disciple director Chaitanya Tamhane: Film faced a lot of rejections, only Alfonso Cuaron and Vivek Gomber had faith
Some might say the married couple’s acquisition of the Los Angeles-based independent film marketing and distribution company from the media giant Time Warner is something of a David and Goliath story.
How a Catholic couple acquired a film company from Time Warner and brought “Fatima” to theaters
Legendary actor Edward James Olmos says he has clung to his faith throughout life tragedies even as he recently lost family members due to COVID-19 and is encouraging others to cling to God in both ...
'Walk with God': Edward James Olmos shares how faith gives him strength to cope with tragedies
Actor Kirk Cameron and the filmmaker brothers Alex and Stephen Kendrick have reunited for a new feature film based on a true story. It’s the first time they've come together since the success of ...
Kirk Cameron, Kendrick brothers reunite for new Christian film 14 years after ‘Fireproof’
Since we’ve already had faith-based features involving football (“Woodlawn,” “Facing the Giants”), baseball (“Where Hope Grows”), basketball (“Slamma Jamma”), boxing (“Carman: The Champion”), ...
‘Walking With Herb’ Review: Edward James Olmos Lifts Faith-based, Golf-centric Comedy Drama
Now, with the COVID-19 public health pandemic and the economic carnage it wrought, that philosophy is being put ... safe to try to preserve power or go big? Biden's bet for the latter is clear ...
Aiming big, Biden is looking to restore faith in government
It's a faith-based film made for general audiences ... One of the movie's leading actors took a big step of faith during production. "I went to Tyler after our first script reading and I said ...
Screen Gems: Huntington native's film about faith debuts in the River City
LAS CRUCES – A new short film ... important faith-based films can be for an audience. "The message of the film is that no matter how dark your days seem, no matter how big a mistake ...
'Saving Faith': Short movie scheduled to film in Las Cruces in October
The consequences of Boston’s rapid, exclusive, and widespread real-estate development serve as an urgent backdrop to the many interrelated themes of inequity the documentary film addresses.
'A Reckoning In Boston' Asks Its Audience — And Filmmaker — To Examine Privilege
Alex Lahey released “Merry Christmas (I Don’t Want To Fight Tonight),” a yuletide track that was good. Five months later the Australian singer is back with new music: “On My Way,” a track that appears ...
Alex Lahey’s ‘On My Way’ Is A Free-Spirited Contribution To The Film ‘The Mitchells Vs. The Machines’
Children learning through a TV or computer screen is pretty common these days, thanks in part to a program that debuted in 1969. "Sesame Street" was a show that paved the way for educational TV that ...
Through Stories In Book And Film, Journalist Helps Show How To Get To 'Sesame Street'
Kelly and Robert Pascuzzi wrote a book called "The Ravine," then turned it into a film, which opens next week. Both say it was just a matter of being open to big ideas in order for them to take ...
'Leap of faith' leads Briar Cliff grad, wife to produce first film, 'The Ravine'
Louisiana singer Faith Becnel isn't "American Idol's" comeback finalist, but she has come back to New Orleans to fill her schedule with live performances.
Louisiana's Faith Becnel not in 'American Idol's' top 10, but here's where to hear her live
Now, with the COVID-19 public health pandemic and the economic carnage it wrought, that philosophy is being put ... safe to try to preserve power or go big? Biden's bet for the latter is clear ...
Biden looks to restore faith in government
Now, with the COVID-19 public health pandemic and the economic carnage it wrought, that philosophy is being put to a fundamental test and Biden's place in history is in the balance. Ad He has ...
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